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CHAPTER I 
1. The problem of this research i s  to study numerically 
the slow motion of a smoke filament. We are as suming that 
smoke is a highly vi scous fluid . We are also as suming that 
the motion of the smoke filament is extremely slow. 
The incompressible fluid flow is represented by the 
Navier-Stoke's Equation which is as follows : 
where '5 = vorticity 
'P = stream function 
17 = Kinematic coefficient of viscosity 
Although smoke is compressible in genera l ,  since 
the motion is slow, the effect of compre ssiblity is negligible 
in this case. Furthermore, according to our assumption, in 
this motion the components of forces due to inertia would be 
much less than the components of forces due to viscosity . 
Hence neglecting the component of forces due to inertia, the 
equation of motion in our case may be expressed as 
l ;t..' ···-·UJ 
Again from the equation of continuity, we get 
·--4 ---+ -- 0 V• "1 
where 
and 
77 
-) 
" 
fluid velocity at a point, 
., ;, ·-;� " L )i + j. I>'} ? 
�,} being unit vectors along x- and y-axes. 
2 
From the equation of continuity, since the fluid flow is 
two-dimensional, we get 
-+ __, L? 'ft = V '°P )(. K 
� 
where k is the unit vector perpendicular to xy-plane. 
Again, =$ = v x� = � x ( �ipxk) 
Hence, in two-dimensional motion, 
\lf = -'S 
or, � ,_'t' 
I)')(.'). 
'bl. 'fl - '5 (2 ..) + --�1').. 
2 .  The control surface of the smoke is the rectangle 
0 < x < a 
0 < y < b 
where a and b are large . Hence we may assume the boundary 
conditions as fol lows : 
-S (o,�,:t)::: O 
� ( (ll �I t J = 0 
'"5 ( x, <» t) = 0 
"S (x)h,t) - () for all t > 0 
3 
Also, we assume 
f (:x., 'J.) ' 
O < x < a ,  O < y < b ,  
for all t = O .  
The values of f ( x , y )  could b e  determined by a vorticity meter. 
3 .  To study the numerical properties o f  these equations 
we will use finite differences . So, we introduce a net 
whose mesh points are denoted by 
where 
with 
-x· - u" ' - ? '1-1 == �l 
• 
\.. = O, 1, 2 ,  
'} = O, 1 ,  2 ,  
h = l!.x = a /M 
1 = l!.y = b/N 
. . . 
. . . 
Boundaries are specified by 
\.. = 0, t = M 
. . 
and i = 0, t = N 
The discrete approximation of 
, M 
, N 
Y\. 
is denoted by "J.. . .  a..,i at the nth time step. 
This function is called the net function corresponding to 
the exact solution of ( 1) , denoted by "S�� = :;(x.� .. �J,t1\) 
which exists . If we assume that the net function lti 
is known at a l l  mesh points u p  to time t� , we specify a 
method to determine the solution at time tn+i , i . e . ,  we 
specify a method to find 
4 
We must note that are defined at all points 
in the nth t ime step but are defined only at the mesh 
points given by 
. 
\, = O, 1, 2 '  . . .  ' M 
. 
} = 0, 1, 2, . . . ' N 
We will assume that through this technique we will get 
approximate solution of ( 1) at different time steps for 
which the exact solution is 3 (1<-,, 1-, t-) 
an 
First we will develop an explicit finite difference 
equation corresponding to (1) and then we will use an 
implicit scheme . In the subsequent chapters we will discuss 
the methods of solution in both explicit and implicit 
technique s .  
To solve the partial differential equation, we will 
use finite dif ference scheme and represent this equation 
in terms of a difference equation . The continuous field 
will then be reduced to a discrete field . This discreti-
zation is done by replacing derivatives by finite differences . 
Of course,  all s uch approximations will introduce some 
errors, called truncation errors . 
Let us consider Taylor's expansion for the fol lowing : 
. . 
'7J:S kl. �'l.:s "'S(JC.,4,t+k) -= '5(1l,'1-,t) + R - + - --
)"t ;t! ;,t-L 
)t 
+ k:; 1"!>� + 0 (kit) 
3! �tl 
"S(?t1'/-it+l\)--s(')l.,1,tJ ·+ �(k.) 
k 
( 3) 
So, if we replace 
:S(?t; 1 t-+k) - 'S (x., '1; ;t) 
by I R 
the truncation error involved is of the order k .  
I t  is to be noted that 
R [ I � �.5 0 ( k) -:;: - � ! � t� ] . 
5 
We are now introducing a net function to approximate 
and tn = -nk. 
Hence in terms of finite d ifference mesh, we will choose 
which is called forward difference approximation . 
Again, consider 
_ c; (�,1;.t) -"S (�,�,*-k) +Olk) 
R. 
. . ( 4) 
Here i s  also the truncation error of the order k .  If 
then it will be 
called backward difference approximation . Also , s ubtracting 
(4) from (3) , and simplifying , we will get 
)-S � (�,1,i.+R) ·- -S ("-,'l»t-'1-) + O{k�) 
'Ot 1k. 
Here the truncation error i s  of the order k2 . If we choose 
'l �·.' - z �-! 
t.,} q} 
2 R. ' 
it will be called central difference approximation. 
Again 
Adding these two, 
'S (xtl-., �, t) + z; (�-k,1,tJ 
- o I t ' 
or , (J'-5 _ -z;(xt-�,'1-,t)-2>(-x.1-J,i)!.--s(x-,f.1-J,:l) +o(4-l-) 
ox'!... 
Therefore using central dif ference operator 
l)'l-�) 
-
�- -::z h 1 :z?". 1 ::z n  
l 
,� 1-'.-+ 1,i - A. .C�,i -r /;. � - 1 , } 
dX'l-, �'i>n +,L 
In a similar way, 
where ·- .. . . ) 
6 
7 
Therefore using central difference operator , we get 
We will now form two finite difference schemes for the 
solution of the equation , viz. , the 
i )  Explicit technique , and the 
ii) Implicit technique . 
4. Explicit Technique 
The value of at x = 0, x = a ,  y = 0, y = b 
should be selected as those boundary conditions specified 
on 'S in the given equations: 
i . e .  1.. n� '. 
o,.,. 
and 
0 
-= 0 ) 
At other points (O < 
i: n+ I 
;_' N -= 0 . 
. 
-1.. = O, 1 ,  2 ,  • • •  , M 
. 
} = 0, 1 ,  2 ,  • • •  , N 
. . 
� < M, 0 < } < N) , the partial 
differential equation will be replaced by a difference 
equation. 
If we approximate the space derivatives by central 
differences and the time derivative by forward differences 
at (x•,'1;,t..-.), 
the form 
then the difference equation will be of 
. . . . . (s) 
8 
Putting and =:. "('I 
we get from ( 5 )  the explicit form of the equation as follows: 
""2 'Y' ':I T L. I -1 +-r' L. �,� ... , J::.. i.J� -1 
Yl+I 
-
( �. • 1 :::2 � •) ( -::z. n 
+ :z )'I ) 7-.. • • - L. i...+ I 1 '- - .) 4 # T I � ) 1- , 
+(1-2-r--�•')Z:�· · · · ·  U>) �. 1 
The algorithm ( 6 )  shows an explicit formul a ,  a process 
of determination of the unknown , which moves forward with 
t ime. 
':2. n. + 
'. 
From (6) it is clear that � �.).,. 
)'\ h n n 'YI. z. �+1 . ..l ' � �-1) -1 , t . . 1 . . "if . . J ' ; �>j.rl '} L1i-I ) '1i 
Thus if the discrete functions at the 
can be determined if 
are known. 
nth time step be 
known , then by ( 6 )  the discrete f unctions at the (n+l ) th 
time step can be determine d .  So, this method is called the 
method of marching ahead of t ime or the shooting method . 
In Chapter II we will discuss the process of working 
with the explicit form of difference equation and its 
drawbacks . 
9 
5) Impl icit Technique 
By an implicit technique we mean a formula in which 
two or more unknown values in the (n+l ) th time step are 
specified in terms of known values in the nth time step 
(and (n-l ) th ,  (n-2) th, etc. time steps , if necessary) by 
a single application of the expression. 
If the number of unknown quantities in the (n+l ) th 
time step be M,  then the implicit formula is required to 
be applied M times across the (n+l ) th time step to evaluate 
M unknowns .  This means M simultaneous equations should be 
solved for determining M unknowns . 
In an explicit technique only one element on the 
(n+l ) th time step is related in terms of some known 
elements on the nth time step. So in that case it was 
not required to solve a set of simultaneous equations .  
From the above discussion it i s  clear that the 
computational time required in an implicit method will be 
much larger than that required in an explicit method .  
10 
Implicit Finite Difference Model 
If we approximate the space derivatives by central 
differences and the time derivative by backward di fferences 
at ( x� _, �.i, tY\) , the difference equation will be of the 
form 
+( 
n YI -I) 
;l. ( l · 
. - l. -,, i • ) i 
" 
( 
+ ,{ '2. 
Yl )") l��·_,j. J.. i. . l) i 
YI 1"\ r . .  2 l. ' 
') 1+1 L_, i 
+ 
+ 
l· . n ) L-1, '} 
t �� �-) . 
Changing n to n+l ,  i . e . , changing the point ( X<; "dj > fn) to 
the point (""1-�_, 'j 1, tn+i) , and putting :kl. :: ,. ; �� ..,. , } 
the equation will assume the form 
""1 n_ �: - l�· (cnt-t ..., "2Yl+-l+-:znt1) +"Y' (t.�+.' -.Z1�+1 +-i!�1'.) t.:.t., } •1} =Y �� •• 1 -,(.£:�,t L ·,_, , j. ·,�t-1 •,1 •,1-1 
In Chapter III we will discuss the method of solution 
of the above difference equation . I f  we take the average 
of approximations of the nth and (n+l ) th time step s ,  we 
will get a difference equation which is called Crank-
Nicholson form. Later , we will discuss the method of 
solution of this form. 
11 
CHAPTER II 
1 .  Scheme for Explicit Solution 
YI 
Let us assume that we have computed l�,j up to 
nth time step for all L,i ::z n. +.' We wi l l  try to compute L 4. J '} 
at (n+l ) th time step for all t,,} Now the values of ��� 'J 1-
are known at i. = 0, i. = M and at i = 0 ,  } = N from 
the boundary conditions .  
From (6), 
Suppose we try to find 
"l n+I 
.f J 1 
n. YI 
Now, 20,1 = l 1,0 =- 0 from the boundary conditions and we 
assumed that z )') ""2 '>'l ""7 n 2.,1 ) t.... 1,2. J .c-f, 1 being at nth t i me 
YI+ I 
step are all known ( i . e . ,  computed) . Hence Z 1,1 
becomes known . • • 
)'!+/ )'>-t-1 Similarly, �., "2 �,1 , 3,1 
become known . These are all for J = 1 .  
. . ., 
From a similar consideration we can determine the 
functions on the (n+l ) th time step for 
. 1 = 2 ,  3 ,  . . . , N-1. 
Thus all �·s on the (n+l}th t i me step can be 
determined, if the i's on the nth time step are known . 
But the � 's are known on the 0th time step from the 
boundary conditions i . e . , from the relation 
�:::: 0,,1, 2, · · "1/VI 
A:: o, 1, 2J " ' ' > N  
Therefore 'l 's on the 1st time step can be computed and 
hence on the 2nd t i me step, and so on. 
In explicit technique the 1'\ Z· · 's are computed by ... '1 
12 
direct substitutions of quantities which are computed in 
the previous time step. Hence , as there are errors in 
the previous time s tep calculations ,  they will go into 
the new time step calculations without being corrected. 
Hence the explicit method may be subject to s trong instabil-
itie s .  
2. Condition of Convergence 
By the condition of convergence we mean that particular 
condition for which the solution of the difference equation 
converges to the solution of the differential equation . 
Now, from the given equation ( 1 ) , we have 
;I ( l"I l"I � :n . ) + 0 l +. ,_) =-: "5 : � , .;_-.t3-. 1• + • - I> � �- �T . , WJ W d' 
where from the previous discussion 
0 ( P.) -= k [ - J_ �! 
O(J.�) �1 [ - J_ = l;i. 
0 (-l'-) ,ll- [ - _, - 12 
Putting -r ::: JJk (A. 1-
'1J 'L'S k � 1.� - -
� ;t: 2. 
�4'S" -
6 ')( 'r 
,,"-� -
") 1 'r 
-
3 ! )t3 
. . ' . 
- ' . . .  
_ . . . . ] 
] 
J . 
, we have 
13 
� �' 1-; :::: I ( "5 : + I J i + -s : - I ' i ) + -r 1 ( 'S° : ' i H + '$ ?d -,) 
+ ( I - 2 T - 2 T ·) � "." • + 0 ( R 'l + k "2. + k-<2) , . . . . (g) L > 1-
l := 1 , 2 ,  
1 = 1, 2 J 
3 J 
3 � . ' ) 
) ,.,, 
/'I 
Since l i s  defined only at a finite number of 
points ( i t  is a net function ) , no dif ferential equation 
for r may be found . 
Consider the difference eqqation 
Subtracting (6) from ( 8 ) , we have 
'\"l+I 
L >} 
where = 1, 2, 
= 1, 2, 
• • • I 
• • • I 
M-1 
N-1 
Since 2: agrees with 'S initially atld il'l the boundary, 
we have 
)1.. n.. () . == 0 � er, = 0 ',o t., ,N 
, 
L = 0, 1, 2, ... , M 
<Jn.. =- 0 )'\. v 0, o,a- ? M' /- -
. [ =  0 ,  1, 2 ,  • • •  , N 
The sum of the 5 coefficients on the right side of ( 9) 
is 1 for all y and �' and they are non-negative if 
and only if 
0 < Y�y' < 1 
2 
, "'(' > 0 , -r' > 0 
In that case , from equation ( 9 )  we may have 
J <r �� i I < )' I <r ·• � I) ii + T I <I ;_ I) 1 I + 1" I I <I :, i � I I + y I ( <I :, i - I I 
14 
where A is a constant which depends upon the upper bounds 
= max . I <r .)') · I 1., l , then 
t = 0, 1, 2, • • •  , M 
1- = 0 ,  1 ,  2 ,  • • •  , N 
< 
and hence 
Now, \\ cr(o)/l = max. I a-:,} I = max . \ "S :, } - l : ) } ) = 0 
l = 0 ,  1, 2, . . . , M 
1- = 0 ,  1 ,  2, . . .  , N 
since 0 --J. .o . at the boundary . "5' . -:: l.)} L) a. 
Adding, 
wl)ere R -=- 11k . 
The equation ( l Q )  shows that the error 
At + O, AX + 0, Ay + 0 s i multaneou s l y .  
, 
, 
,..., er. . 
�' } 
15 
-+ 0 as 
i . e . , the solution of the difference equation tends to 
the solution of the differential equation , provided 
6t + 0, 6x + O ,  Ay + 0 simultaneou s l y .  
Thus the stability condition o f  the finite dif ference 
solution to represent the solution of the differential 
equation i s  
0 < I +'f'' 
where -r = -y At/ (L1)l) � > 0, > o. 
3. Drawbacks of Explicit Technique 
We have seen that the stability criterion for the 
explicit scheme is 
I 
0 < Y t T' < 1 2 
where -,, :::. -v At/ (6 x)'Z-
16 
Such a restriction will require that �t or the time 
step used for computation must be sufficiently sma l l .  
This indicates that along the t-direction a considerable 
amount of computational time will be required . 
Over and above, the stability of the explicit scheme 
depends on the condition 
0 < < l 2 
Thus the explicit technique is not quite suitable for 
the solution of our equation . 
17 
4. Fourier Stability Condition 
We now try to see that if the boundary conditions are 
periodic and separable, we will get the stability of the 
solution . We will notice that as time becomes large , 
vorticity in the smoke will be diffused . 
Let us consider the equation 
Putting in Q.]) , 
\ \ ' ' ( 11) 
be the solution of (11) . 
x ( x) Y ( 'J r , u) � 'Y [ x II<)(.) Y ( 'J J T ( t J + x c x.) Y II u-J T ( t) ] 
or, (constant) , say 
F rom we have = o. 
On solving , 
And from we get 
X (x) 
where 
Almost the same technique of separation of variables 
may be employed in solving the difference equation (5). 
We substitute 
Y'I 1 · · -::: X · Y· T L)} (, l- 'l'\ I 
18 
Then from (5), 
t l x' Yj T... - x; Y; T.] = : L [ x ' " \ T. - 2 x: Yj T. + x � - ' Y.i T,,] 
or, X�Y�Tn+i -X�YjTh ='fl X�+,YiT"' -:cx�YiT"+X�-• YjTnj 
+- Y 1 [ X � Yj r,·-� - 2 X � Y3 T>i + X � Yj _, � J 
or, x� y� Tl'l+I :=. I --r(Xt.+1 Yi+ x�-·'ri) + -r' (x� Yj+• + X;. yi-1) 
+ ( I - 2 -v - 2 -Y-') X �Yi ] Tn 
or TYl+I , __ 
T"' 
I ( x���-�c� �� x �-I !:il + -r' (XL YiH +- x� Yi-1) + (I + 7.. "Y- 1. -r') x � y� 
'I<� y1 
-::. "(' [ �::_ + x i.-1 l + --r' [ Yj�1 + Y1·-1 ] +- (I - 1."f- 2-r') . 
x� x � Yi Yi 
Let the values along the x-axis and the y-axis in 
the xy-plane (t=O) be 
0 J-=1 . I. �-t-1 . ::::: e.. I,, 0 
= constant . 
Let this constant = � 
- e.. 
, then 
1 9  
To solve this, put I:, � �n , then this characteristic 
equation is 
'YI+ I 
� 0 
or , 
therefore 
I f  we put this in ( 6 ) , then 
or, .e 
p I ""\' + (I - '2..'l"- 1..Y1) '2-.Y c.os A +\ + '2.-r C.c.>$ ""' 
2. -r ( I - cos A�) l "Y' 1 ( I - C-o S /, .l ) 
• I .�'L �� since ·r , r , � 7.: , 
u.k therefore e 
Thus we choose 
0 < 
. • 'l. '}.f s VY\ -­A are all non-negative 
is always less than 1 .  
< 1 
which shows that 
This means that the solution 
as )1 -"1 oo 
20 
0 
steadily decreases 
5. Computation of Truncation Error 
The d ifferential equation is 
The d ifference equation is 
Total truncation error 
= differential equation - d ifference equation 
Now, 7 l'\. +
.
1 :J ( ) 7::. :: c. JC-;, '1j, in+ k �It 
Therefore, 
21 
( ,_ ) 
z � ' - � l � . + l � -1, � .... :z '-+1,j �>1- , Again, !_£:.'\. .. :=. ------------ + Truncation Error 
�X. <'1,YI -hl-
Then k.'l. (Truncation Error) ="'1( �'!.t ) .. -[t�+, ; - 2l�, �+l�-,,1] 4x� <111>i 11 ' 
... 
Hence, ; 'L • � . (Truncation Error) 
Therefore, Truncation Error = 
Similarly, if we put 
'h h n t. �J.i+, - :z � �J� + z . .  
' ' . t 
22 
ct ,- L J j-/ �����-��� ..:__���...:___�� + Truncation Error, 
then Truncation Error = £__ ( L!_) - . . . .  I .Z ) 1 4- <1 , i J >"I 
Thus if the explicit form be represented by P { 7:. �) i) , then 
F( l7,}) -[ �! - Y ( �:. 4- --::, )J ;,;," 
- �(�) . . - -v.t,1..
.(()'+t). -
l>1 ,., , 12.. ))(If- .,j l )\ .
.
. . 
CHAPTER I I I  
1. The topic of this chapter is the solution of the 
implicit form of equation ( 1 )  of Chapter I by different 
23 
iterative methods .  To do this we will build up a matrix 
equation from the difference equation in implicit form 
which is as fol lows : 
(1 + 2..,. +- i T,) i � +-.' == -r(z �++ ' . + r- � .. , ' . ) + ., · ( i ��, � , +- z ...... +.' 
, 
) + z= � 1 · · . .  (r 'J. ) 1.,.,. • 11-j 1.- •j •1 , r •Ji- d 
Here the time derivative .. i s  approximated by a backward 
difference and the space derivative s by central differences . 
Crank and Nicholson used an average of approximations 
in the nth and (n+l ) th time step which we will discuss 
later. 
In ordinary Gauss-Seidel iteration, the equation will 
be found to be unconditionally convergent which is not true 
in the case of explicit technique solution. Also, in 
Jacobi iteration, the equation will be found unconditionally 
convergent. The same is true in case of Crank Nicholson form. 
Before going into the next section, we put 
M = I + l , N = J + l .  
2. First we define I-order square matrices as follows: 
so that 
where c- · D t. J ,A is the Kronecker delta . 
i. e. , 
p 
��1.h = 1 
= 0 ' 
2:_ S�-1, p ��-1, :.r $ r1-•,.A 
p 
Again, ( LTr 2! � ). - -# L1/.> 2=_ ��·H1 p $ P1/> ; P1 j 1> 
2)�1A �·�+r,} 
For 1, = 1 , (LI 1. � LI) - - ,. - f,� 
0 ' 
since = 0 a s  
- (L l.) ( LT) - ! - 1- 11 I' - r I» .A 
p � 0 
24 
since = 0 as 
We also define I-order square matrices 
(P·) <. <' Z · -i �,;.. ti 1.., i b 1 , A _o,'} 
25 
I' ;iI + l . 
Then in matrix notation equation (12) can be written 
as 
[ Q + '2-1' + 2 1" ') ; i ] � 1 � :;: [ "Y' ( 1= TT � .j_ h I + @ i t- !: I � i h� + .r i) J �' � 
where :t: . - } 
to t � tl\ 
is considered at t :::: t-n+• 
* 
and gi. 
. . . .  ( 13) 
corresponds 
Now, the fol lowing J-order matrices are defined with 
the I-order matrices as elements : 
(�) i I/� 
(J)i,;1 --
(r)i·"' -
and (�). 
- j., ,A 
'l) 2 )� "?: i 
S· I ii.A _:r 
S· 111'- 1' . - '} 
,, 
�i-r,.A Jr 
('=)ai� = bj,p 1= I ? 
(Q )1, ,4 = �1.A �i 
which implies that 
� bj-i J � � j-1 b p+-t,A J:r � 
- b' l . 1>.A - 1-1. 
Again, (�'�)LA -::: � 'j,it1, r !:r bp,A � p 
- bi+1)A E i+1 
- b. � . 
1,). - � +r . 
For ·} = 1, (�.� �T)1,� -:: (� !)1,m(!?-r»�,A 
= (bo,m "fo) (b)'Vl+l,A �i) ::=0 
:=o e14 rni=O · 
1- - J' ( 12 T �) .J, m {§) MI� 
Now, 
Then 
- (&J+11m �J+1)(!m-t,..4 fr) 
Since � J+i, m = 0 as m � J + 1 
we define the fol lowing J-order matrices : 
Ct)i,� = � 1) 1 � -1, A �o 
(�)i,1� - hj.,r Sr,A -g J�1. -
equation (13) may be written in the form: 
[(I+ 2-r + 1:r') E] �.1t6 :::. -r [ !/; � + !:: !. �.,. -f? + �] L,& 
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+ yl[ �1°;� + ���.,. + � +-Y'] 1.,,A +(;*JiJfo I • ' '  (llt) 
Thus the implicit form of equation i s  now expressed 
as a matrix equation as in (14). Each matrix appearing 
in the equation i s  of IJ order and each matrix has got 
only d iagonal elements (other elements zero ) . 
3 .  Gauss-Seidel Iteration 
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To solve this, we will first apply the Gauss-Seidel 
iteration technique. We will suppose that the values of 
"')! are known ( i . e . ,  computed) up to the (p - l ) th 
iteration. Then the unknown values of i: in the pth 
iteration will be connected with the known values of r 
in the ( p  - l ) th iteration as in the following : 
lJ + '.2. 'f + 1-"'Y"') 'f (�) = -yo ( !:: T � (p-1) � + L � (l>J !::; T) 
+Y1 ( �T�(J>-•) E + � �ll»�,.) + "r ( I::+�)+r'(�-+ !!) t- z* · · ·  (is-) 
Now, we define the following column matrices: 
I-order ( �j) 1. - 1! �' i 
(P.). -1 � s �, 1 "lo,} 
(Q.). -l I. - $ i., I CIH,} 
J-order (; )  ;. - l. . - - ,. 
(E) 1. p. -1-
l Q). :::: Q· - 1 -1 
(�)� b. 1 -a-) �o 
(�)i b1, J fJ+-1 
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P Q V W are the matrices containing the boundary _,_')-? 
values ( i . e . , known values ) .  So, they will not be affect�d 
by the iterations . Also, the matrices P Q W V in (15) 
_ , _ , _ , _ 
are a l l  column matrices .  
With the matrices, just defined, the equation (15) 
will go into 
( 1 + 2 ,.. + 1:r ') � <n 
o r ,  
[ ( I + 2. "f + 2 -r') ! 
- [ LT r:(p-•J + - ' - -
+ -r' [ � T � (I' · 1) + 
.!:: � (P J 
] 
� ; (}>)] 
f "(' ( � f �) t T1 ( � + '!) + � i'c 
T I (p-1) - "Y h - r' � J � (PJ =: (1 != + -r, � ) � 
* 
+ y ( ! + �) + ; '  ( � + y) + � 
The equation (16) i s  of the form 
• . ( H) 
where A1 is a lower triangular matrix and � is an upper 
triangular matrix with zeros along the diagonal . 
For the solutions to exist, All must necessarily 
exist. i . e . ,  A1 must be a non-singular matrix.  
4 .  Convergence Condition 
Suppose £ be the true solution of (17). We say that 
the iterations converge if and only if 
i . e .  , if .e. (PJ-= 1. ( PJ - Z 
we must have ,l� 
r�"° 
( f>) = 0 � 
= the error vector of the pth i teration, 
If z is the solution of ( 1 7 ) , we may write 
with the restriction that det l A1 I -I- 0. 
Subtracting (18) from (17) , we get 
or, e..(1") = M �(.p-iJ 
-1 
where M = A1 A2 . 
Using (19) recursively, we may get 
( p) � 
lp-1) 1. (P-J..) -M e ::: M e - . ' . 
�J 
, I I I 
(1&) 
l 19) 
' . .  ( 20) 
where �(O) .= � (O) _ � , the initial error vector. 
But the sufficient condition for convergence of 
iteration is 
��(I') = 0 
p -7 00 
which implies from ( 20) that 
M (¥') ::.: 0 
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This condition is valid if and only if M is a convergent 
matrix . Also, the necessary and sufficient condition that 
M i s convergent, is that all the eigenvalues of M, i.e . ,  
-1 A1 A2 must be less than 1 in absolute value . 
So, we will now proceed to find the e igenvalues and 
show that the maximum of these is less than 1. 
5. E igenvalues of 
We write the e�uation ( 17) as 
If 
-1 (!'>-1) -1 �1 �'J.. r + t1 E 
be eigenvalue of the matrix 
( 22) the characteristic equation is 
det 0 
or, det I fl�, - t � I == O 
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-1 A A , then from 
-1 -2 
i . e . ,  det \ t-{(1+?.-r+2;-•)!-1'�-r·�}-{-r�T+"l"'�T}\-=o ... (:u) 
Let us suppose that Ap,� (I' = 1 ,  2, , I , � = 1, 2 ,  • . .  , J) 
are the eigenvalues corresponding to the equation (23) . 
Again, for non-zero eigenvalues the characteristic 
equation may be brought into the form: 
::: 0 ... ('J.'+) 
det 
Let f- p, 'V ( t' = 1, 2 , • • •  , I , � = 1 ,  2 , • . • , J) be the 
eigenvalues Of 1' ( � + �,-) + 11 c� + �T) . 
Let Y P•'V be the corresponding eigenvector. 
If r1 be the eigenvalues of I' ( !::. + !::7) , then we will 
get 
or, 
- , ... , v , . 1 h 1, 1 
To solve, put Then from (25 } ,  
.,.. f3 :i. - ri fa +. -r :::: 0 
or, (3 ::: 
/"'t + " J ( 1 - l� �) ') � Y' 
I f  we choose f-1 = cos 4> �-[ 1 -(��J'] 
so 
we 
But 
that 
get 
f = 
v . h, '} 
2. r 
cos cj> + 
- A.e �n<P 
0 
+'<? sin 4> _\. - e, 
- i.nq, +Be. 
so A + B = 0 or, B = -A 
and A [ e. �(I-1-1)cp - e- �(I+') 4> J - 0 
or , J.. � sin ( I + 1) 1' :::. O 
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= sin cp 
which is equivalent to ( I  + l }  4' = J:>?r , f' = 1, 2, . . •  , I 
or,  
Hence ,JA-1 -= ')... 'Y' cos 9 = 'J..Y' cos .E_Tr_ .. !+1 
Similarly, if t·'- = eigenvalue of r'( � + �') 
will get 
f'?.. --
so /r1"1J = i "Y' 
')..TI 'tf"Tl cos -- ·  J +1 
prr cos-- + i 'Y' I 
"I+ I 
"'l·7r cos --
:r + 1 
71 cos ---T+1 
, then we 
' j:> = 1, 2 ,  . . .  
"!! = 1, 2 ,  . . .  
+ '2._ Y' I cos 
:r + 1 
' I 
, J 
Then , 
I 1l" ) .1_ � ( -r cos f+-1 + -r c.o s p1 
(1+:z.-r+2r'):Z 
1T" ) 2. 4-( -r cos_]!_ + r' cos -I+1 J+ 1 
i . e .  , J )... P 7 � ) mi:1.x < 1 .  
< 1 
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Hence we conclude that in the ordinary Gauss-Seidel 
scheme the equation is convergent unconditionally. 
6. Jacobi I teration 
I t  i s  clear that if we apply the Jacobi scheme of 
i teration , the matrix equation (14) will take the form 
Ir (1+ 2-r +:n')] � (rJ - i[ !='�lP-1.J + � �tl'-''] + -r'[ �T �(.p-•J+ "§. 5V>-'>] 
i . e . ,  
or, 
A z (PJ -1 -
+ -r [ ! + � J + ''[ � � �] + zi:* 
= A �(p-i;+ F -2 -
- 1  
= A A 2(p-iJ + -1 -2 -
where A
l 
= I ( I + 2,. + 2.-r I) 
A
2 
= •( �T +-!::-) +-r'(�T 4-�). 
-1 
(2 6) 
If A A , then from ( 2 6 )  
-1 -2 
be the eigenvalue of 
the characteristic equation i s  
det j /II - ��'�,_ \ :::: O 
or, det { fl � 1 - � .J. } ::: 0 
Then, from a similar consideration , 
,,ir 'V rr J,."Y' cos -·- + i-r' c..os -
IH J"+-1 
I+- 'LT + 2-r' 
:i_y c..os ]!__ + l"'f'1 C.0$ .!I__ 1:H JH ---------
i . e . , 11\,,,°V\ }'YI�')(. < 1. 
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? !"" :::. I J '2. J • • •  , T 
"I; ::. I I '2-, ' •  • J J 
L.. 1 , 
Thus in the case of Jacobi iteration a l s o ,  the equation 
is convergent unconditionally. 
7.  Crank-Nicolson Form 
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Since in the implicit scheme the computational 
time is long, the equations are, in genera l ,  solved 
by introducing an acceleration parameter I\ • 
With the introduction of the acceleration para-
meter A , the dif ference equation of the implicit 
where 
If ) = O, the equation reduces to the explicit differ-
erence equation the solution of which has been 
discussed earlier. 
If � = 1, the equation reduces to the Gauss-Seidel 
scheme which has also been discussed . 
If A = 1 ,  the form is called the Crank-Nicolson 
2 
form. 
Now, after s implification, the equation (27) will 
assume the form 
+(i->-h[-z�. +l� ·] + (1-i\)11[z�. •H,j. •-•,1 "11H 
t [ I - 2-r (1-�) - 2.1'"'(1-t.)] � ." . 
I.) i 
To solve this we need to define matrices a s  
we did in the implic it form and then form the matrix 
equation . 
Then exactly in a s imilar way, in Gauss-Seidel 
iteration scheme , the characteristic equation for the 
non-zero eigenvalues is 
det l l1(1+-1?-H'.l?,-r') ! f'� -�f."t'(�+!:-.,.) -t�T'(�+�T)I-= 0 
Let tP>"V be the eigenvalues of 1\-r(!:+!::.,.)+i\Y'('§+�.,.), 
then µ.p >"ti = 11\ l' c OS � + 7../.T' cos Tr'!! I I+� J+1 
.... 
1 • ' .  
and j f-t»"VlmAx =/f-1,1 / :::: 2'}1.y c.osn/(H1) + 'li\"'1'1 cos Tt"/(JH). 
frt,1. ( -r LC'�  +- 1'1 c.o·s 2L..) 2. 
___ "I_-t�1 - ___  7+1 
[Ii 2.).('n-r')] 2. 
Now, the equation due to Crank-Nicolson may be 
< 1 
1 
obtained by taking (.. =2 In that case, the maximum 
eigenvalue i s  
2-(y CAY'S JI_ t- -r I (....() $ TI" - ) 
I+1 7+1 ----- ------(I + "Y i-"I'') 2-
L.. 1 . 
Hence in the Crank-Nicolson form of equation the 
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Gauss-Seidel iteration i s  also unconditionally convergent . 
In the Jacobi iteration scheme , the maximum 
eigenvalue will be 
rr 
"(' c...<r$ .J::.... f. '"Y' I �� -T-t1 :r+1 
·-- --
I+ ..,. + -r' ..:::: 1 . 
Thus in this case also the unconditional convergence is 
ensured. 
8 .  Rate of Convergence 
From the discussion of this chapter so far, it is 
clear that in all cases the iterations are convergent 
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and in each case the convergence is unconditional . 
Therein lies the superiority of the implicit scheme 
over the explicit scheme. Now we are going-to dis-
cuss the rate of convergence because the faster the 
rate of convergence the shorter the computational 
time . 
Now, the spectral radius in the case of Gauss-
Seidel iteration of the Crank-Nicolson form is 
A = (! .f ""r +- ""t I ) L 
The same in the case of Gauss-Seidel iteration 
of the ordinary implicit form is 
B = 
I. "(' U>S -- + "r c-oS --( if 1 ,  Tf )2. "t l+-1 JH 
[l f 2 (-rt-T')] 1-
and in the case of the Jacobi iteration scheme of 
the ordinary implicit form, it is 
c = 
'1 ( "'(' C..0:) � + 'f I (..-0 5 .2!._ ) A I·H J+1 
Each is less than 1 .  
I t  is easy t o  see that 
A < B< CC:::::l 
Since A is the least of all the spectral radius 
in the case of the Gauss-Seidel iteration scheme 
for the Crank-Nicolson form is the least . Thu s ,  
for this method the rate of convergence i s  fastest .  
So the Gauss-Seidel iteration technique for the 
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Crank-Nicolson form is the best of all because it 
involves the least computer time . The Jacobi iteration 
scheme is not very good for practical purposes be-
cause the rate of convergence is comparatively slow . 
9.  Analytical Solution of Differential Equation 
In this section we will discuss the analytical 
solution of the vorticity equation . Next , we will 
find the numerical solution of the same equation and 
we will observe that the numerical solution converges 
to the analytical solution . 
The vorticity equation is 
We seek a solution in the form 
� (-x.., �,t) X (Y..)Y ('f)"T (t) 
Substituting in ( 28 ) ,  we get 
' . .  .. ' 
X (-x-) y ( 'j) T' (t) :::: -y [ X11 (x.) y l�)T (t) + X (x.)y t'('i) T [i) j 
o r ,  T' (*) 
T (t) + y // ( 1) 1 y l �
I o I 
Since one side of ( 29 )  depends on t alo�e and 
the other side on x and y,  each side must be constant . 
Let this constant be c-Y • 
Then T1 (i) 
-VT(t) 
x " ( ?t.) y 11 l 1) + - c 
'f. (J<.) y ( i-) 
Three cases may arise , namely 
c > o, c = 0, c < o. 
(30) 
If c > O, T is an increasing function so that T becomes 
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unbounded when t + �. 
This violates the fundamental physical principle s .  
Therefore c ;/> 0 .  
If c = 0, T' = 0 so that T = constant 
i . e .  T is independent of time . 
Therefore, cf O. 
So , we choose c L... O. 
Let c = -n2• 
11 2 2 From ( 3 0) ., - :::: - n or, T' + -Y n T = 0 YT 
Solving, T = c1e 
Also, from ( 3 0) , 
-')))'\l. t 
X" + -x 
. . . . 
Y" = 
y 
(31) 
-n 2 
We choose X" 2 Y" -n2+p2 q2 ( say) = -p , = = -x y 
so that n2 = p2 + q2 
or , X" + p2 x = 0 , Y" + q2 y = 
Solutions will be of the form 
X = A1cos px + B 1 sin px, 
Y = A2 cos qy + B2 sin qy. 
o. 
Now, from initial boundary conditions we have 
(�) -S (O, 'j-.:i:) = 0 ?  (ii) '5° (a.,'}, t)-::::. U 
From ( i )  , Al = 0 so that x = Bl sin px. 
From ( i i )  , 0 = Bl sin pa or , pa = kn o r ,  
= O ,  + 1, + 2 ,  -
Therefore, x = Bl sin 
�Tl x 0.. 
Similarly, y = B2 sin 
k'rr y h 
p = kr. where 0.. 
Thus the solution of the differential equation will 
be of the form 
� (x , y , t )  
-Vnl. ;t 2. t -V" 
= A e sin px sin qy = A e. sin fnr x sin 
� 
k'" y 
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where p2 + 2 2 q = n 
2 2 Again, n = p + q 
Therefore 
'S (x , y, t ) 
2 
= c�: ) 
2 
+ C\r' ) 
�n x. sin tl. 
2 2 �l- k''-) 
= 1T (A��-i;;: • 
k'1T1-sin .b ( 32 ) 
10. Numerical Solution of the implicit form of the equat ion. 
Now, we are going to solve the same equation numerica l l y  
and we w i l l  c ompare the solution with the analytical 
solution of the equation. Let us assume that the values of 
the net functions Z � i are known up to the nth time step, 
i . e .  we assume that all z 's for all �,j. up to t = t are n 
known. 
The difference equation in implicit f orm is 
I 'n+t ( Yd·/ l'I+/ ) ' ( -nf-/ 'h/-1 )+t�• '" (?.3) (1+2r+-i.y)J! .. =1' -z . . + f: . . +-r l:. � , + l i.1�1 LJi L,} t.--1,j. .,+I,} L , d" - ' 'r 
If the column vector 2 of (n + l ) th time step which i s  
-:J (n + 1) · · · defined earlier be denoted by � and the 
corresponding column vector of the nth time step be 
denoted by � ( n ) , then the above equation may be put into 
the form 
[(I + 1--r+i.-r')! -1'( �'+ !:::) -'Y'' ( �T+ �)] 
since each of P Q W V reduces to a null vector 
according to the boundary conditions. 
This is written a s  
r. ( 
)')+ 1) A l e
n) 
( 3lt) 
(3:;) 
Using recursive relations successively, we get 
� (n + 1) = A "l (n) 
= A 
2 -� (n - 1) 
= 
= An + 1 � (0) 
where (0) � are the net functions on the initial plane, 
i . e .  on the plane t = O .  
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Let the eigenvalues of A be denoted by ,u and let I p , q  
the corresponding eigenvectors be 
v ( p , q )  
Then , obviou s l y  
p = 1, 2 ,  
v = 1, 2 ,  
• • • I 
. . . ' 
Av ( p , q )  = f v (p , q) -- p , q  
M - 1 
N - 1 
• • • ( 3 6) 
If the eigenvalues are distinct, then the corresponding 
eigenvectors will be linearly independent forming the basis 
of a 
Thus 
where 
Then 
vector space v. 
we may write 
(1) � L. o( /» � 
v(f','l/) 
� - --
I' � 
the � l'>"lt ' s are scalars. 
7! ( 'l) A 1. (1) 
� � o( t:» "[; 6.. v- ( )>, 'V) 
p "It 
... (37) 
? from ( 36) 
Similarly,  
en r_ 2-
p 
L_ 
'V 
L. 2=_ 
f 
(n+t) � 1: = L 
p 
'ti 
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o( t» "lt f l', "(;  A ,,. ( '" 't) 
2- ( P 1 "l- )  
o( 1' 1 't-'  r p , ""  v 
(38) 
Any computational error in ( 37 )  will gradually grow 
in successive steps if the terms on the right side be 
multiplied by numbers larger than 1 in successive steps . 
But it will not grow in magnitude if all the eigenvalues 
f- P i o/  are , in absolute value, less than or equal to 1, 
i . e . , if the spectral radius of A is less than or equal 
to 1.  
We also note that i f  the spectral radius of A be less than 
1, 
0 as expected . 
11. Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors of A 
We have A v =r- v  
where ,� is  the eigenvalue of A and v is the corre sponding 
eigenvector . 
Therefore, 
or,  
or, I� ! 
-1 
v = f" A v 
- D 
- 0 
:= 0 
Therefore, the characteristic equation will be 
det j 't' ( 1= T + � ) + I" ,  ( � T .,_ �) - ( ; + 2 r + 2 "I' ,  - � ... ) ! / - 0 
If '"'f 
then 
be the eigenvalues of the matrix 
T ( !::_T + !;: )  + -r' ( �·r + �) , 
det } 'Y' ( !:: T + !:: ) + 'Y' '  ( '§_ T + � ) - -y ! \ 0 
is the characteristic equation to determine '1 
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. . .  ( :i9) 
' . . ( L,-o) 
From ( 3 9 )  and ( 40 ) , we getta relation between the eigenvalues 
/.,)._. P > V  of A and the eigenvalues Yr, °11 of r( �T+ !::) + T ' ("§T+ � )  
are as follows : 
"'/ 2 'Y' I I - I +· ?...I +· - .-- /..L 
or,  i I + ''.VY + 1- 'Y' ' - -Y - -r-
1 
or , r- - ----- · I } '2...7 + 2-r ' - 1'  
First we try to find the eigenvalues of 
Y ( !:_T + � )  - � "(' 0 0 0 -
--r 0 T 0 (.) 
0 'Y' 0 ")" 0 . ' 
0 0 'Y 0 '"(' 
Let � be the eigenvalues of -r ( !::_ T + �)  , 
r (  1=.T ..J- !: )  
If  v = eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues -Y1 
we have [ Y ( !:T + !:: ) ]  � = y v­i -
( 4- 1)  
I 
or , 
Written 
or , 
where 
Let v rn 
(� . 0 
\0 
"(' 
I.) 
1' 
0 
0 0 
'"'(' 0 
D 1' 
"(' 0 
explicitly , 
rv2 = 
'Y'
lvl 
rv1 + rv3 = 
rv2 + rv4 
= 
0 
0 
0 
' . 
-r 
'Y'
1v2 
y 1
V3 
I 
I �, \ I l. f 
I v .3 
\ �-
rvrn + rvrn+2 
= Y 1 vrn+l 
rvrn+2 - 'Y l vrn+l + rvrn 
= 0 
rn = 0, 1 , 2 ,  . . .  , M - 2 with 
-
= f� rn be the solution of ( 4 2 )  , 
equation for ( 4 2 )  will be 
or , {-> "/ I ·,y 2-1 + � , I 1 - ( -' ) 
'2..1" - V 2r · 
Y1 I I 
VO 
v·, 
VJ. 
'V3 
v't-
• • • ( 4 2 )  
= v = J-1 0 • 
4 3 
then the characteristic 
Let us set cos <f = 'Y; 
2..:r 
, then sin <f = -i-· 
so , � = cos cj> + i sin <f 
Thus the eigenvectors will be 
i,m..p - L M f 
v = A e  + B e-rn 
Since v 0 = 0 , A + B = 0 or B = -A . 
( i..m <f>  - i. n'I � )  Therefor e ,  vrn = A .� - e 
Again, since 
or , 1 .J-=-1 A 
v = M 0 
si-rt. M <f> 
' 
( °i.M<P -·< M4>) A � - e 
0 
4 4  
:::::: 0 
or , M <f p 7r 01: ' <P p1t" I M  p = 1, 2 '  3 , . . .  - - ? 
Then � = 2r cos </:> = 2r cos prr = 2r f::> rr ,/,, M cos -a::-
since Mh = a . 
Similarly, the eigenvalues of r '  {B T + B )  will be given by 
'Y::{ 
Since the 
the same , 
Again, 
- 2.. -r '  C.0 5 "£1Td. b 
eigenvectors of r {LT + L) 
the eigenvalues of r {LT + 
1 I C. 0 5  f' Tr ft  
a. 
+ 2_ -r '  C. o 5  "'(; rr .f.  b 
and r '  {B T + 
L) + r '  {BT + 
:::: i r-:i·. A c P) s im, yYI �n +. 
B )  are 
B) will 
('+3) 
Al so, vm is  an eigenvector of the matrix r '  {BT + B) , so 
it will contain another similar sine function as its 
component . 
Hence the same vector will be of the form 
Therefore the vector can be put in the form 
.._ (p > �) Ip' °tt) • '>)\/'> 7r,(, � = C '  S W\.. r p = 1 , 2 ,  3 , 
q = 1 ,  2 ,  3 , 
• • • I 
• • • I 
be 
M - 1 
N - 1 
Now, " from { 4 3 ) ,  
Lt- ] ' i. 1 Jr rrA) 4- ] [ 1 ( "{; rrl..) '>- + .J__ ( �) - • • •  -y ::: 2. -r E-f/P:·"') + � \A:" - . . . +- J 1' ' I - °i"! T I+ �  b .  
f "- I ')_  "'(' ' q'l'I.-�'1-1 + 1T 1. l T_f_:_ + � 
a_1.. b 
2... 'li '\..- ) :Z ( 1  � 1' ' ) - v }pr l. (  :l. + T.,_, 
neglecting higher powers of k .  
4 5  
Therefore from ( 4 1 ) , 
I. '\.. ( � �1 I 0 . '1./ /, '1.) J - 1 L1 + v R rr ..:. 'L "T v 
neglecting higher powers of k in the expanded form. 
7\.. '1. 1 */k Therefore, ff'J"I_, == [ 1 - Y korl..( P /o.?· + "t/·11:,'1.) since t n nk . 
Now we know the formula 
. l/x - 1 lim (1 - x )  = e ) 
x-+O 
putting ')(.. == -Y k r. 2.  ( Pl.la .... + "ti,_/ bl-) , we get 
- Y  7!4 ( P�/a.2- + i-'1./b2-) j: 
- e.. 
Therefore , from ( 38 ) ,  ( 4 4 )  and ( 4 5 ) , 
p = 1, 2, 
q = 1 ,  2, 
But at the mesh point s ,  ph = x ,  ql = y .  
. . . , 
• • • I 
Thus equation ( 4 6 )  becomes identical with equation (32 ) . 
In other words ,  the numerical solution in the implicit 
M - 1 
N - 1 
form of the vorticity equation converges to its analytical 
solution. 
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CHAPTER IV 
1. Numerical Solution of the Simultaneous Equations 
In this section we will discuss the numerical solution 
·of the simultaneous equations 
i )  
i i )  
( 4 7 )  
(48 ) 
In the next section we will solve them analytically 
and compare the two solution s .  
In the last three chapters we discussed the methods 
of solution. · of equation ( 4 7 )  both numerically and analytical ly . 
So,  � is now a known function of ( x , y , t ) . 
Let us apply equation (47) to solve for 'f . 
Again, we will use finite difference and introduce a net 
whose mesh points are 
x .  = ih J_ I y . = j l  -J 
Let the discrete approximation of s ( x , y , t )  at 
x .  = ih J_ I Y .  = j l J 
be denoted by 'f'..'l'l . at the nth time step, and the discrete 1._, i 
approximation of 'fl (x , y , t )  at the same mesh point be 
?\. 
denoted by S � � j at t ime t = t . Thus the differential n 
equation at (x . ,  y . ,  t )  from (48 ) will be of the form i J n 
('\7 '2.\f-') . . = - (� )  . .  i , J , n  i , J , n  
If the space derivatives are approximated by central 
differences, we get 
� n . n S n :; " s· 'l1 s n s ' • - ? . +- . . { '1 • • +- . . 1- +1 A t .  � - I A � · . - � � , � 1., 1 - 1  YI � - � J_ -· _ J i . J 4' i.. , ·l + ' , -::l - --- + - -- ! :::. - L '  • 
,(L ,t?.. t.. J '} 
4 7  
( 4 9 )  
Let u s  first define ( M  - 1 )  order matrices 
? 
Then we define (N - 1) order matrices with (M - 1) order 
matrices as e lements :  
( Z ) ·  - < . � .  
- 1 1 � - 0 J. , )> == 1 
T T We also define L ,  L ,  B ?B and also P, Q 1  W ,v in 
connection with S as we did previously in connection with Z 
So, the matrix form of the equation ( 4 9 )  w i l l  be 
[(.�l. + 2:..) s] := � I LT s L  + L s  LT + _P + _Q J . 1' .fl- - j.JA .{,1.. l - - - - -- - f J1 6  
Now we apply the Jacobi iteration technique . We suppose 
that the values of S are computed up to the (p - l ) th 
iteration. Then from ( 5 0) , the unknown values of S 
in the pth iteration will be given by the equation 
• • • ( 51) 
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If we define the column matrices 
( � } )  � = s � ' � , ( ; i J �  - l � ,  1 of (M l ) th order - -
and ( s ) .  ::: S ·  {� )i - t ·  - l -- ·! - t  ' 
then equation (51) will be of the form 
[r ( �1 + �,_) ] �<l'> = �i. ( L1 �<l,_,J 4- L S er - •>) 
Since P Q W V are null matrices in our case . 
_, _ , _, _ 
Or , 
which is of the form 
A 5 (P)  
_ 1 - A s ( 1>-•) + F - 2. -
( 5 2 )  
(53) 
-1 For the solutions to exist, A1 must exist , i . e .  A1 
must be non-singular. 
From (53) , 
I f  A be the eigenvalues 
characteristic equation is 
or , det I � � 1 - 6. i. I == 0 
- I  
+ 6 1  E 
-1 of Al A2 , then the 
I { ( 2  2. ) } s· . .!. I L + L1) + ..!.. ( B +-BT) ( ( -::: 0 i . e .  , det � h°1. +- 1 1.  � - 1 -{..1 l. - - -<'1. - - 5 
(54) 
• • • ( 5 5) 
I f  A p, �  be the eigenvalues corresponding to equation 
(55 ) , then 
1. C.. o S  p rr  +- � c o s  'Vlr 
T'l. M ).1. N 
----- · ---.. -- --
2. (.. " $ .!!..-+ :z-� N 
,. + :2. 
"''2. � 
Thus the convergence is unconditiona l .  
< 1 .  
Similarly, in case of the Gauss-Seidel iteration 
scheme , the equation is unconditionally convergent . 
2 .  Numerical Solution 
The equation from continuity is 
. .  ' ( 56) 
The difference equation obtained from (56)  is 
( 57) 
at time t = tri . 
This can be solved by iterations . 
n. 
We have a lready discussed the solution for z � , } . 
Hence at each mesh point for all time steps if we put 
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the values of in ( 57 )  we will get the corresponding 
't\. values o f  S · · '->i . 
3 .  Analytical Solution 
We know the solution of the equation 
analytically at each point ( x , y , t )  and the solution , 
5 0  
so obtained, i s  in double Fourier Series .  
Substituting the values of ; cxi , yj , tn ) in ( 5 6 ) , 
we get the solution of 'f' (xi , yj , tn ) by solving "'V'l- 'JI = - <;  
for which the closed form solution is known to exist.  
4. Conclusion 
Now the question may arise about the utility of 
the numerical solution of the simultaneous equation 
while the analytical solution is known to ex ist.  The 
analytical solution of the vorticity equation contains a 
double Fourier Series . To know the vorticity at each 
point , we are to evaluate the infinite series at each 
point. Then substituting the values of � '  so obtained, 
in the equation of stream function, 'fJ at the corresponding 
point could be evaluated . Though we get the exact solution 
for � at each point , this method is not practical be-
cause of the difficulty of computation. 
Herein lies the necessity and utility of the 
numerical solution of the equations .  But to work out 
a problem numerically for practical purposes , we need to 
use a computer. We are to seek a method in which the 
computational time must be leas t .  We established 
mathematically that the best solution will be obtained 
with the least computational time if the implicit 
equation is taken in Crank-Nicolson form and the Gauss-
Seidel iteration technique is applied. Finally, we 
solved the equation numerically and determined that 
the numerical solution closely conforms to the analytical 
solution. 
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